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SUBJECT: Start.ca Telecommunications Access/Road Use Agreement 

 

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS: 

Start.ca is the successful bidder of a portion of SWIFT project for fibre-optic installation in 
Middlesex County and Thames Centre.  The Middlesex County Barrister and Solicitor’s 
Office (“MCBSO”) and the Start.ca team (“Start”) discussed entry into a 
telecommunications Access/Road Access Agreement and Start has pre-endorsed the 
Agreement following the success of those discussions.  The Agreement is in the County’s 
usual blanket form, meaning that it provides access to County road allowances across 
the entire County for telecommunications installation, subject to the obtaining of Work 
Permits from County Engineering involving the approval of engineering drawings and 
security.   

The County’s blanket telecommunications Access/Road Use Agreement has focused on 
keeping the annual flat fee for miscellaneous causal costs lower than other municipalities, 
while ensuring that such costs are covered to prevent taxpayer losses and ensure that 
subsidization is not provided to the telecommunications field beyond County Council’s 
official authorized subsidization of $784,063.00 to the SWIFT fibre installation initiative or 
such other officially approved subsidizations moving forward.  The practice of using and 
minimizing a causal costs fee is encouraged by the publications of the Federation of 
Canadian Municipalities and the County Blanket Agreement has been recognized by the 
International Municipal Lawyers’ Association working group as a model document.  For 
the Start Project, the Municipality of Thames Centre retained the MCBSO on joint retainer 
to use the same form of Agreement with necessary adaptation to Thames Centre roads, 
which provided for ease of Project discussions and administration. 

The County form of Blanket Agreement effects large and small telecoms equally and 
since its approval in early 2021 has been endorsed by both large and small telecoms.  To 
date, it has been endorsed by all of the various successful proponents of the SWIFT fibre 
installation project across Middlesex County and the Middlesex Municipalities.  The 



 

County appreciates telecoms acting in Middlesex County, supports them as community 
contributors, and looks forward to the build-out of the SWIFT and other fibre initiatives.   

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

The blanket nature of the County Access/Road Use Agreement allows Middlesex 
Municipalities to manage their road allowance infrastructure more fluidly, ensures uniform 
cost recovery at the lowest cost to the telecom, upholds the principle of ‘development 
paying for development’ subject only to official subsidization choices by Councils (ie. the 
County’s SWIFT contribution), and provides for ease of Project discussions and 
administration. 
 
ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIC FOCUS: 

This report aligns with the following Strategic Focus, Goals, and Objectives: Cultivating 
Community Vitality, Connecting through Infrastructure, and Strengthening our Economy. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Municipal Access Agreement between the Corporation of the County of 
Middlesex and Start.ca be approved and that the necessary by-law to authorize the 
Warden and County Clerk to execute the attached Municipal Access Agreement be 
approved. 

 

Attachments: 

Start Access/Road Use Agreement  
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